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In today’s environment, ensuring IT resiliency is paramount to mitigate risk, achieve business continuity and  

comply with government and industry regulations. Organization’s must have complete confidence in their 
 backup and disaster recovery strategies and leave nothing to chance.

Managed Data Protection services from Dataprise solve these challenges via simplified and highly reliable  
solutions that help protect and enable rapid recovery of critical business data and applications. 

Trusted, Resilient & Fully Managed 
Dataprise Managed Data Protection delivers high-performance enterprise-grade backup and disaster recovery 

solutions built for the midmarket and designed for the cloud era. Built on a scalable architecture and fully  

managed, our solution enables customers to meet their continuity needs reliably and cost-effectively. 

Dataprise Managed Data Protection

Ensure the Health of 
Your Data Protection  

Environment with  
24x7 Monitoring and  

Complete Management

Improve Flexibility &  
Agility with Protection  

and Rapid Recovery 
Across Physical, Virtual 

and Cloud Layers

Eliminate Disruptions & 
Downtime with a Highly 

Effective and Secure Fully 
Managed Solution 

Gain Expertise &  
Confidence with  

Dataprise’s Experts 
Running Your Data  

Protection 

Full Backup & Recovery Features that Power IT Resiliency 
Whether you need backup and recovery, disaster recovery, any point-in-time recovery or long-term retention,  

Dataprise Data Protection offers the protection you need. Critical features include: 

 

  • Automated & Secure Backup: Data is backed-up with best-in-class encryption, ensuring data  

   both in-transit and at-rest is encrypted 

  • Redundant Storage: Backups are stored in a highly redundant and secure cloud storage platform  

   to enable rapid recovery 

  • Backup Management: Through full management and monitoring, backup issues are identified  

   and remediated quickly   

  • Reporting: Gain visibility with weekly backup and repository health reports
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Dataprise DRaaS with Veeam
As a Platinum Veeam® Cloud & Services Provider, we understand the need for fast, reliable, and easy-to-use features that 
minimize downtime and bring efficiency to recovering data and applications in the event of an outage or disaster. 

With this offering we leverage Veeam to enable Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) as part of a comprehensive data 
protection and availability strategy. Veeam Backup & ReplicationTM is the industry-leading availability solution for cloud,  
virtual, and physical workloads. 

Dataprise DRaaS with Veeam Cloud Connect delivers:

Through using Veeam, we provide additional capabilities including:

•  Cloud, virtual and physical backup and  
 recovery options

•  Recovery Strategies for Single and Multiple VMs

•  Powerful NAS backup (local only)

•  Image-based virtual machine (VM) replication from  
 a VM or backup

•  Built-in management and deployment for Veeam  
 Agents for Linux and Microsoft Windows

•  Advanced storage integration

•  Enterprise plug-ins for SAP HANA and Oracle RMAN

•  Data integration API and Universal Storage API

•  Built-in WAN Acceleration including a  
 high-bandwidth mode (optional)

•  Encryption, deduplication, and compression  
 of backup files

•  Local backup with a retention policy 

•  Enhanced Data Protection, our proprietary  
 Insider Protection technology

• Remote (cloud) backup with a retention policy

• Failover capabilities to our remote data centers

Advantages of Dataprise’s DRaaS with Veeam

Monitoring  
& Reporting

Support Testing Security

• Continuous monitoring  

 of the local and remote  

 backup environment 

• Real-time status shows  

 recoverability 

• Daily updates of 

 current local and  

 remote restore points 

• Single pane web portal

• 100% Veeam-focused 

• Deep level of Veeam   

 expertise 

• Assistance with  

 configurations and  
 support at no  

 additional cost 

• DRaaS – RTO 4 business   

 hours/RPO 8  

 business hours 

• Replication – RTO/RPO   

 as low as 1 hour

• Full annual DR test at  

 no additional cost 

• Automated health  

 checks of backup files 

• Status monitoring of  

 local appliances with  

 testing for low memory,  

 disk space, anti-virus,  

 and Windows update   

 compliance

• Security perimeter  

 extends to the local  

 backup repository, if  

 managed by Dataprise 

•  Enhanced Data  

 Protection takes  

 Veeam Insider 

 Protection to a new level 

• 24x7x365 Security  

 Operations Center
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Cloud-to-Cloud Protection  
for Microsoft 365 
Boost business continuity and resiliency of your  
Microsoft 365 environment with Dataprise Managed 
Data Protection services. Through advanced  
Direct-to-Cloud remote backup technology,  
Dataprise delivers complete, unified data  
protection integrated with an organization’s  
business resiliency strategy. 

  • Data protection from edge to core to cloud
  • Protect virtual and physical servers
  • Backup and restore
  • Disaster recovery
  • No performance impact
  • Improved ransomware recovery

Let’s Talk Managed Data Protection: 1-888-519-8111 Visit Dataprise.com

About Dataprise 

Founded in 1995, Dataprise believes that technology 

should enable our clients to be the absolute best at what 

they do. This commitment to client success is why  

Dataprise is recognized as the premier strategic  

managed service and security partner to strategic  

CIOs and IT leaders across the United States. Dataprise  

delivers best-in-class managed cybersecurity, disaster 

recovery as a service (DRaaS), managed infrastructure, 

cloud, and managed end-user services that transform 

business, enhance user experiences, and eliminate risks.


